Humanity will never have any peace or calm, or progress, with the enemy up there. Constantly humanity had to face the following: Nuclear threat, social collapse, wars, terror, economic takeovers or collapse, slavery, curses, now henceforth - biomedical terrorism, AI takeover, humanity becoming borg, the endless list goes and goes.

Recently, Israel has been under siege. Of course, we are coming out of a carefully, overblown Pandemic, done by the Jewish media. On top of this, the finances of the world have been brought at their limits, because of this overblown situation.

To add insult to injury, Israel has to pay some of it's negative returns with civil war, and it demands others fight it for it. "THE GOYIM MUST ALWAYS PAY FOR THE SINS OF THE JEW" for once more.

As if Iraq and Iran were not enough, we now have to go clean Israel's potty everytime the Jew is getting into trouble because they want to extinct the world. After we do this, our world will be ten feet lower in the grave, and Israel will be uplifted from it's fate of being in the graveyard as it deserved and sowed for itself.

Biden, within a week, from being their champion and best friend, is now a mortal enemy who has been an irresponsible president, simply because he didn't help Israel. This is just jewish bullying and extortion of the highest caliber taking place.

The media keeps lying, presenting false news, pampers lies about consistent CoVid mutations, economic collapse, this and that: it never ends. It is not supposed to end. We know this will only end when the enemy falls from now on. Many are going to falsely think that compliance is going to earn them freedom, but it will do the reverse. The great architects of global destruction are not fooling around.

And it will get worse as they are falling, because they will. Their fall creates a reverberating sound. So fasten your seatbelts and have faith in the Gods.

In the midst of all this chaos, many positive things are happening, but we are now seeing only the dust and the loud sounds. But as the dust settles down, more will be apparent. The enemy is on huge chaos and disarray, bleeding left and right.

The media, or the information nerves of society, have been taken over by jews. We have seen how this worked in the Pandemic and in any other way. They give false messages on just about anything, causing spams and destruction to the body of the world.

We are faced with everything of the above: More media lies, more collapse of
society, more and more bullying by the jews. The situation as we have explained was bound to get far worse, and chaotic. And it is going this way, we knew for years this was unavoidable. But we also know that the end of this is not going to be the end the enemy anticipates.

For those of here who have been informed for years, none of this comes at a puzzle. We understand why these things happen. The average person would be scared right now. We know all that the enemy is, and does. We understand their methods and what they aim to do.

This should not worry people here, albeit it may all come as a shock. This is actually a great and ample opportunity for humanity to fight back and reclaim our freedom. As the enemy collapses, their system will shake tremendously.

Unfortunately, this system is a large part of our world, taken over by them as a neurological virus that when attempted to be removed, the body is going to shake uncontrollably. If this is not done, then the body will be gone forever. For this reason, the shaking must be looked for what it is: A more hopeful situation than the lack of it.

Before we go even further with new updates, below there will be a specific schedule to counteract the things the enemy has been doing recently and turn it all back on them. It will be posted below. All of us have to participate, as the worst may be coming.

The enemy has some of the heaviest curses on the fact that if Israel goes under, the world goes under and similar things. This may sound impossible to people, yet, these curses need to be offset. They are seriously getting wounded and they are going to rally everything towards destruction.

We will prepare the ground for massive destruction of the enemy. This schedule will pave the way before a major update which will be a monumental step in our struggle for freedom.

Below the Rituals:

*FRTR Is always FRTR + Tetra

19. FRTR, Curse Israel, Returning Blood Sacrifices, Goat Reversal Ritual
20. FRTR, Curse Israel, Returning Blood Sacrifices, Goat Reversal Ritual
21. FRTR, Curse Israel, Returning Blood Sacrifices, Goat Reversal Ritual
22. FRTR, Curse Israel, Returning Blood Sacrifices, Goat Reversal Ritual
23. FRTR, Right To Own Nations RTR, Terminating Jewish Financial And Global Control [all 3 parts]
24. FRTR, Right To Own Nations RTR, Terminating Jewish Financial And Global Control [all 3 parts]
25. FRTR, Right To Own Nations RTR, Terminating Jewish Financial And Global Control [all 3 parts]
26. FRTR, Right To Own Nations RTR, Terminating Jewish Financial And Global Control [all 3 parts]
27. FRTR, Right To Own Nations RTR, Terminating Jewish Financial And Global Control [all 3 parts]
28. FRTR, Holding the Enemy Accountable RTR, Disarming the Enemy RTR
29. FRTR, Holding the Enemy Accountable RTR, Disarming the Enemy RTR
30. FRTR, Holding the Enemy Accountable RTR, Disarming the Enemy RTR
31. FRTR, Holding the Enemy Accountable RTR, Disarming the Enemy RTR
1. FRTR, Holding the Enemy Accountable RTR, Disarming the Enemy RTR

Below the Links:

Disarming the Enemy RTR: https://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/I5417.htm
Holding Enemy Accountable RTR: https://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/N1526.htm
Curse Israel: https://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/Curs ... Ritual.htm
Goat Reversal Ritual: https://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/Lev_16_22.htm
Right To Own Nations RTR: https://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/D724.htm
Terminating Jewish Financial and Global Control RTR: https://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/21817.html

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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